Flooring reference RCT02
Reclaimed Swatches p.7

There is nothing quite like the look
and feel of real wood
Timeless, ageless and infinitely hard wearing, wood has always been a desirable choice for specifiers and end users
alike. No one can deny its depth of character and natural beauty.
Now with the reassurances of organisations such as the FSC and PEFC, we can confidently know that we are also
acting responsibly, naturally mindful of our environment.
Chroma proudly partners with a privately owned and locally managed forestry and saw mill in Europe. The Dennebos
family has been harvesting European Oak for over 25 years, lovingly taking care to replace and replenish each
sapling, even before environmental criteria were globally established. Dennebos did what was right from the start,
taking care to protect this most valuable natural resource and the Dennebos ethos has always been to let this natural
product speak for itself. Through a true understanding of wood capabilities, coupled with innovative ideas and highly
skilled wood engineers, Dennebos has enhanced this natural raw resource into exquisitely desirable, unique and
versatile modern oak flooring.
Traditionally seen in the hospitality and leisure markets, these versatile, light but stable wood planks, professionally
laid using various installation methods are very much at home just about anywhere!

How do I specify the wood floor that I want?
The best way to get the exact look you require is to start from the beginning. Each oak plank starts as raw material
that is put through the saw mill to create a cut plank which can vary in length between 1.5 metres to 5 metres. A rustic
finish boasts the original character of the wood through unchanged knots and grooves that have developed during
the life cycle of the tree and are subsequently revealed when the oak plank is stripped.
This rustic and original appearance appeals to many customers but sometimes a smoother or more uniform look is
favoured. This look is achieved by removing the knots and grooves to form a smoother and even finish. This second
stage is what we refer to as a prime finish.

RUSTIC GRADE

PRIME GRADE

Then you specify the surface finish and the edge detail of the plank. We apply various coats of oil to create the
desired depth of finish. In addition colour pigment can also be added to again create the various different tones and
hues dependent upon the interior scheme and the desired appearance.
We have created 5 standard ranges that are the most desirable and popular tones, although in reality any depth of
colour or finish can be matched or achieved. Creating a bespoke finish is quite straightforward and an ideal way to
really customise your floor finish. Specials on application.
It is also important to think about how you intend to install your wood floor and what installation method might be used
to again create a different look. We show the most common installation methods here. Wood flooring should always
be installed by a professional installer who knows how to carefully follow our installation instructions.

BLOCK PATTERN

DOUBLE HERRINGBONE

MANSION WEAVE

HERRINGBONE

BRICK PATTERN

Our wooden flooring can also be installed with an underfloor heating
system. Every wood plank is applied to a stable birch backing board
to create the most stable flooring suitable for all applications. The top
wear layer can be reduced from our standard 5 mm to 3 mm for less
dense traffic areas, and also to allow for an even finish if installed up
to other floor finishes such as carpet.
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DEEP TONES

DT101

DT102

DT103
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DT109
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DT106
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NT506

NT507

MT206

MT207

NATURAL TONES
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NT502

NT503

NT504

NT505

NT508

NT509
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NT5011
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MT204

MT205

MID TONES

MT201

MT202
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MT209
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LT401

LT402

LT403

LT404

LT405

LT407

H302

H303

H304

H305

H306

LT408

HUES

H301

RECLAIMED
Although all our planks are PEFC and FSC approved,
you also have the choice of reclaimed oak. This is
timber that has been used for another purpose in its
previous life such as ceiling beams. Reclaimed timber
has an identity all of its own and brings a real unique
and nostalgic personality and warmth to your new floor.
RCT01

RCT02

RCT03

RCT04

SURFACE FINISH & EDGE DETAIL

AGED

BRUSHED

PLANED

TATE

SANDED

SANDED WITH DAMAGED BEVEL
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Specification Sheet
Engineered Wood flooring
CE-certified according NEN-EN 14342
Producer
Dennebos Flooring
Type
Engineered Flooring
Note: Glued down on every sub Floor of good quality. Suitable on underfloor heating systems.

Reaction to fire
Cfl – s1
Emission of Formaldehyd (Class)
E1
Grading
1-bis / rustic A / rustic AB / rustic B / rustic C / reclaimed
Thermal conductivity
Rc 0.108 m2 k/W for 17.5 mm thickness / Rc 0.128 m2 k/W for 20.5 mm thickness.
Pattern
straight / diagonal / herringbone / block / other……..
Thicknesses
12mm / 15mm / 17.5 mm / 20.5 mm
Construction
5.5 mm wearlayer on 12 or 15 mm birchply
Width
120 / 140 / 160 / 175 / 220 / 240 / 260 / 280 / 300 / 320 / 340 / 360 / 380 / 400 mm
Length
random 1500 – 2700 mm (max. 20% < 1500 mm) or random 3000 – 5000 mm (max. 10% < 3000 mm)
Edges
4 sides tongue and groove. No bevel / micro bevel (1 mm) / standard bevel (2 mm) / damaged bevel
Surface treatment
Dennebos hardwax - oil, lacquered,unfinished.
Accessories
Solid skirting 27 x 43 mm / 29 x 58 mm / other:
Solid skirting 6 x 28mm / 35mm
Stairnose 40 x 40 mm / 58 x 58 mm

Full showroom details are available on our website www.chroma.im
All content within this publication is ©2015 Chroma Global Flooring Solutions. No unauthorised reproduction is permitted.
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